
the “Caplet to the Divine Mercy” with the pressing of the TOP RIGHT BUTTON after the alarm stops,
if you are available or just “immerse yourself in prayer there where you happen to be, if only for a very
brief instant” (1572). You can also press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON durring the beeping to stop the
alarm and press the same button again to start the prayer.
The Electronic Rosary returns to the praying of Holy Rosary starting from 4pm every day.

How to Use the Electronic Rosary
Manual Mystery selection
Step 1: Slide the Lock switch to the
UNLOCK position.

Step 3: While the Electronic Rosary is
working as a timekeeping clock, press the
TOP LEFT BUTTON to select a Mysteries
picture that you want to pray.

Automatic Mystery selection
Set the time on your Electronic Rosary so that you will not need to manually select the right Mystery to pray according to
the day of the week.  Once you have set the time, your Electronic Rosary will automatically go to the right Mystery. You
should set the time on your Electronic Rosary after every battery replacement.
How to Set Time?
1.While the Electronic Rosary is displaying

Weekday, press and hold TOP LEFT
BUTTON for 3 seconds to enter the set
mode. The LCD display will show a
flashing 4-digit number representing the
Year, for example, 2009.

3.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to advance the flashing Month. After the Month is set, press TOP LEFT BUTTON to confirm.
Then the Month will stop flashing and the Date portion begins to flash.

4.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to advance the flashing Date. After the Date is set, press TOP LEFT BUTTON to confirm.
Then the LCD will show a flashing day of the week. (The day of the week is indicated by 7 positions of 1 to 7 starting from
the left).

5.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to advance the flashing day of the week. After the day of the week is set, press TOP LEFT
BUTTON to confirm. Then on the display, either 12H (12-Hour format) or 24H (24-Hour format) will flash.

6.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to select 12H or 24H. Press TOP LEFT BUTTON to confirm your selection. Then the LCD will
show Hour:Minute with Hour flashing.

7.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to advance the flashing Hour and TOP LEFT BUTTON to confirm. Then Hour will stop
flashing and the Minute will start to flash.

8.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to advance the flashing Minute and TOP LEFT BUTTON to confirm.
9.After confirming the Minute, the updated Hour:Minute will display for 5 seconds. The unit will then exit to the Ready-To-

Play mode by showing the day of the week on the display.
Recite the Holy Rosary after setting the time and calendar as below:
Step 1: Select one of the recitation modes (Follow Me, Counting and Alternation) using the slide switch on the back of the
Electronic Rosary. You can try the “Follow Me” mode as a test.
Step 2: Make the sign of the cross and then press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON once and start praying. Follow the Electronic
Rosary to recite all prayers. At the end of the prayer, the Electronic Rosary says “In the Name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit. Amen”, telling you that the recitation is completed.
How to use  Follow Me ?
It is recommended that you begin with Follow Me mode to practice the basic operation of the Electronic Rosary. When you
are familiar with the Follow Me mode, you may recite in the Alternation or Counting mode as you like.

Electronic Rosary Instruction Manual
Package Content

- Electronic Rosary - Language card - Headset
- Velvet bag - Wrist rope - 2xAAA battery

Holy Rosary
The Rosary is the story of the New Testament.
The Rosary leads you through the life of Mary and Jesus.
We follow Mary from the day of the Archangel Gabriel came to ask her to become the Mother of Christ, to the day she was
crowned Queen of Heaven.
The Holy Rosary, is a prayer of great significance and is loved by many Saints and encouraged by the Catholic Church.
Daily recitation of the Holy Rosary and meditation on the twenty mysteries of the Holy Rosary help us experience and
contemplate the love of Christ.
His Holiness Pope John Paul II said in his Apostolic Letter Rosarium Virginis Mariae on 16 October 2002, “The Rosary has
accompanied me in moments of joy and in moments of difficulty. To it I have entrusted any number of concerns; in it I have
always found comfort.”
What is an Electronic Rosary?
It is an advance easy-to-use tool that helps you to:

- Recite a Holy Rosary with the touch of just 1 single button - Auto-Mystery according to the day of the week
”ycreM fo ruoH“ fo mrala yliaD-sdeen tnereffid teem ot sedom noitaticer 3-

sega lla rof elbatius - deriuqer gninrael oN-sdrocer reyarP latoT dna reyarP tsaL-
- Overcome the “losing count”, “overtime” and “sleepy” problem - Ideal g ift at Baptism, for children and elderly

Pray the Holy Rosary for Peace
We hope that you will discover and enjoy the new experience of Holy Rosary recitation that the Electronic Rosary brings to
the modern Catholic life of your faith!
Resurrection Timepieces Ltd.        www.electronicrosary.com

Electronic Rosary
Useful Tool for Recitation of Holy Rosary
The Electronic Rosary is a user-friendly device that simulates the function of the classical Rosary in an electronic way.

Besides recitation of Holy Rosary as its primary function, the Electronic Rosary is equipped with the “Hour of Mercy” daily
alarm which goes off at 3PM every day to remind you of the mercy moment that you should not miss.  The Electronic
Rosary also supports recitation of the “Caplet to the Divine Mercy” to provide the full functions of a traditional Rosary bean
using the most advanced digital technology available today.
We have developed the Electronic Rosary through years of efforts. We are grateful for the guidance given to us by our
priests, and grateful to our brothers and sisters who have given us a lot of valuable opinions and assistances as well as
prayer recordings in different languages.
Electronic Rosary as A Gift
The Electronic Rosary is an ideal gift enabling you to share the love of Christ with your beloved ones.  With the user-friendly
Electronic Rosary, one can recite the complete Holy Rosary in a joyful way and build up the habit to pray the Holy Rosary
regularly.
For the Elderly

The Electronic Rosary helps the elderly pick the Mysteries according to the day of the week, count the numbers of
prayers said and memorise the prayers. It enables the elderly to go into a deep meditation of the prayers without losing
count or order of prayers.

For Children and Junior Catholics
By praying with the Electronic Rosary, children and junior Catholics can learn the Holy Rosary step by step easily.
Utilizing functions from the Follow Me mode to the Counting mode, they learn the Holy Rosary by following the prayers
as they are read out by the Electronic Rosary and they can pray the Holy Rosary with the Counting help of the device.
The “Last Prayer” and “Total Prayer” records help them to review their practice regularly, and gradually establish the
regular habit of praying the Holy Rosary.

Design of the Electronic Rosary
- Press one button to complete the recitation of the Holy Rosary

With the Electronic Rosary, the praying of the Holy Rosary becomes easy and simple. Just the push of one single button
and your Electronic Rosary instantly guides you through the recitation sequence of the Holy Rosary. It also counts every
prayer for you and sets you free to meditate on Mysteries.

- Automatic “Mysteries to Meditate”  according to the day of the week
The “Mysteries to Meditate”  are programmed according to the day of the week. You can reach the right group of
Mysteries anytime you pray during the week. The Electronic Rosary announces a Mystery for your meditation before
each decade begins.
However, you are allowed to choose the Mysteries to meditate on. Go to “How to Manual set the Mysteries?” for details.

- 3 recitation modes
The Electronic Rosary provides 3 recitation modes for your choice.  You can switch between these 3 modes to experience
a different, better-meditated and wonderful Holy Rosary recitation experience.
Here are our suggestions on how these recitation modes can be used in your daily life:
 Follow Me
1. For the Elderly, Children and Junior Catholics
2. For people who are used to praying the Holy Rosary on the go
3. For people who are tired and sleepy
- Press one single button and follow the prayers from the Electronic Rosary. You will finish the recitation of the Rosary

easily.
- This mode helps you to concentrate and finish the prayer within a predetermined interval of time (usually within 20 to

30 minutes depending on the choice of language).
 Counting
For senior Holy Rosary prayers who are used to praying the Holy Rosary with a “Classical Rosary bean”
- On the Counting mode, the Electronic Rosary only counts where you are in the Holy Rosary and prompts your next

prayer by voice.
- It works like an Electronic Rosary Bean. You will never lose your count!

 Alternation
For senior Holy Rosary prayers who are used to praying the Holy Rosary in Church and in groups
- The Electronic Rosary lets you recite a Holy Rosary in an alternative way, i.e. exactly the same way as you would

recite it in a Church in May — the month of Rosary.
- With the Alternation mode, the Electronic Rosary acts like your Holy Rosary praying partner and you won’t be alone

anymore!
- “Last Prayer”  record review

The Electronic Rosary automatically records the date of your last prayer for your review.
- “Total Prayer”  record review

After every recitation, the Electronic Rosary automatically adds 1 to the total prayer record for your easy review. The
maximum number of prayers is 99,999. The recitation of Caplet to the Divine Mercy does not count.
The “Last Prayer” and “Total Prayer” records are stored in a non-volatile memory device. You won’t lose any record after
you replace a battery. Isn’t it amazing?

- Speaker and Earphone options
The Electronic Rosary provides a choice of
Speaker and Earphone output.

- Recitation of the “Caplet to the Divine Mercy”
You can recite the “Caplet to the Divine Mercy” with the Electronic Rosary.

- The “Hour of Mercy”  alarm at 3pm (15:00 hour)
The Electronic Rosary alerts you every day at 3pm (15:00 hour) at the Hour of Mercy. You can pray

Step 1- Preparation
1.Insert the headphone into the headphone jack at the

bottom of the Electronic Rosary if you want to recite
the Rosary with the headphone. When no headphone
is inserted into the Electronic Rosary, it will work with
the built-in speaker.

3.Begin your Rosary recitation with the sign of the
cross. Say “ In The Name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen”. (As you say this,
use your right hand to touch your forehead when
you say “Father”, touch your breastbone when you
say “Son”, touch your left shoulder when you say
“Holy”, and touch your right shoulder when you say
“Spirit” .).

Step 2 - Recitation
1.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON once with a (or both) thumb(s) to start recitation of the first prayer. The Electronic Rosary

says “I Believe In God” as the first prayer. You should follow the prayer by reciting it aloud or in your heart.
2.At the end of the recitation, the Electronic Rosary says “In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.

Amen”. Make the sign of the cross.
3.The Electronic Rosary then exits to the clock display.
Pausing the prayer
The rosary can be paused by pressing the TOP RIGHT
BUTTON once. The rosary will pause after the current
prayer is finished.

Remarks:
1.The Electronic Rosary announces a Mystery from the beginning of each decade automatically according to the “Day of

the Week” or according to your manual Mystery setting.
2.Listen to each Mystery and create a picture of the Mystery in your mind and put yourself in the mood of the Mystery. This

is called a meditation.
3.You can follow the Mystery aloud or in your heart whichever you feel is comfortable to you and appropriate in the

environment.
4.The Electronic Rosary says the “Our Father” right after each Mystery announcement. You should meditate the Mystery

in your mind and follows the recitation of 10 “Hail Mary’s”  aloud or in your heart.
5.The Electronic Rosary says “O My Jesus” before the end of each decade.
6.You may check your records under “Last Prayer” and “Total Prayer” after the completion of a Rosary recitation (go to

“How to check your “LAST PRAYER” date and the “TOTAL PRAYER” count that you have achieved?” for details).
How to use  Alternation ?
This is a mode for senior level of recitation. The Electronic Rosary recites a Holy Rosary in an alternation way exactly the
same as you would in a Church in May - the month of Holy Rosary. You need to learn this kind of recitation at Church
before you are able to recite the Rosary in the Alternation mode.
1.Select Alternat ion using the sliding

switch on the back.

3.The Electronic Rosary says: “HAIL MARY, full of grace. The Lord is with Thee. Blessed art Thou among women, and
Blessed is the fruit of Thy womb, Jesus.”  and then stops. Now it is your turn to recite, “Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray
for us sinners, now and at the hour of our death. Amen”.

4.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON once after each prayer until the Electronic Rosary finishes all 5 decades and says the
last prayer: “HAIL HOLY QUEEN, mother of mercy; our life, our sweetness, and our hope. To thee do we cry, poor
banished children of Eve....” Recite this prayer with the Electronic Rosary. Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON once when
you finish.

5.The Electronic Rosary tells you that the Holy Rosary has come to an end by saying: “In the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen”. Follow this prayer and make the sign of the cross when you say this.

6.The Electronic Rosary exits to the timekeeping clock mode afterwards.
How to use  Counting ?
Users who are used to praying with a “Classical Rosary Bean” find this mode interesting and helpful. The Electronic
Rosary counts where you are in the Holy Rosary and provides a voice prompt for your next prayer. You do not need to
count your location on the Rosary and you are able to concentrate on your recitation and meditation.
1.Select [Counting] using the sliding switch on the back.

3.The Electronic Rosary says “Say I Believe in God, once” and then stops. While the Electronic Rosary remains silent,
recite the “I Believe in God” prayer by yourself in full.

4.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON once to recite each prayer as prompted by the voice prompts. Repeat the process until
the Electronic Rosary says “Say HAIL HOLY QUEEN”, the last prayer in the Rosary. Press the button again after you
have finished the prayer.

5.The Electronic Rosary tells you that the Holy Rosary has come to an end by saying “In the name of the Father and of the
Son and of the Holy Spirit. Amen”. You should make the sign of the cross when you say this with the Electronic Rosary.

6.The Electronic Rosary exits to the timekeeping clock mode afterwards.
How to Exit a recitation?
You can exit a recitation by holding TOP LEFT BUTTON until the
LCD shows the timekeeping display.

How to check your “LAST PRAYER”  date and the “TOTAL PRAYER”  count that you have achieved?
The Electronic Rosary remembers the date of your Holy Rosary recitation every time when your recitation is completed.
You can check the date of your last prayer by pressing and holding the TOP RIGHT BUTTON.
1.While the Electronic Rosary is working as a Timekeeping clock, press and hold the TOP

RIGHT BUTTON until it shows your last prayer date.
2.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON once again to show the accumulated number of prayers that you

have recited to-date.
3.Press the button once again to Exit or it will exit automatically after a period of inactivity.
How to Pray the “Chaplet to the Divine Mercy”?
1.While the Electronic Rosary is working as a

Timekeeping clock, press the TOP LEFT BUTTON
repeatedly until the rosary says “Chaplet to the Divine
Mercy”. Nothing will be displayed when the “Chaplet
to the Divine Mercy” is selected.

3.You should follow the Electronic Rosary when it starts to say prayers until all prayers have been finished.
4.The Electronic Rosary tells you that the “Chaplet to the Divine Mercy” has come to an end by saying “In the Name of the

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen”. Make the sign of the cross when you say this.
5.The Electronic Rosary exits to the Timekeeping mode afterwards.

Remark:
1.The Electronic Rosary is ready for your recitation of the “Chaplet to the Divine Mercy” every day from 3:00PM to 4:00PM

automatically. The Electronic Rosary returns to the Holy Rosary recitation mode after 4PM.
2.The recitation of “Chaplet to the Divine Mercy” will not alter the records of Last Prayer and Total Prayer.
How to adjust the Volume?
- Use the Volume Control to increase or reduce the volume to a comfortable sound level.
- You are advised to adjust the volume to a comfortable level regularly when you are using earphones

outdoor.
- Do not t ry to counteract a noisy environment by sett ing the volume too high, as this will cause

permanent damage to your hearing ability.
How to set 12 or 24 Hours?
1.While the Electronic Rosary is working as a timekeeping clock, press and hold TOP LEFT BUTTON for 3 seconds to

enter the set mode. The LCD display will show a flashing 4-digit number representing the Year, for example, 2009.
2.Press the same button once again until the LCD shows a flashing 12H or 24H.
3.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON to switch from 12H to 24H or vice versa.
4.Press the TOP LEFT BUTTON once to Exit.
How to turn Off/On the 3PM “Hour of Mercy”  alarm?
The 3PM “Hour of Mercy” alarm is preset to ON.
1.While the Electronic Rosary is displaying the Day

of the Week, press and hold TOP LEFT BUTTON
for 3 seconds to enter the set mode. The LCD
display will show a flashing 4-digit number
representing the Year, for example, 2009.

3.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON to switch from
“on” to “oF” or vice versa.

Battery Replacement
When the sound output becomes slow and low or the LCD display becomes dim, it is time to replace the batteries for the
Electronic Rosary.
Slide open the battery cover and replace the old
batteries with 2 brand new alkaline AAA batteries.
Insert the batteries and align the polarity according
to the marking in the battery compartment.

Set the Electronic Rosary to the correct time after battery replacement.
The Last Prayer and Total Prayer information are stored in a non-volatile memory device so that you do not lose the records
after a battery replacement.
Please do not replace the batteries with rechargeable batteries as this may cause malfunctioning of the Electronic Rosary.
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Speaker

Earphone

Volume

- Volume control
The sound  output  can be
adjusted easily to a comfortable
level by a side volume switch.

2.Press TOP RIGHT BUTTON to
advance the flashing Year. After the
Year is set, press TOP LEFT BUTTON
to confirm. Then the LCD display will
show the Month-Date entry with the
Month portion flashing.

Weekdays

Step 2: Select one of the recitation modes (Follow Me,
Counting and Alternation) using the slide switch on the
back of the Electronic Rosary. You can try the “Follow
Me” mode as a test.
Step 4: Make the sign of the cross and then press the
TOP RIGHT BUTTON once and start praying. Follow
the Electronic Rosary to recite all prayers. At the end of
the prayer, the Electronic Rosary says “In the Name of
the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. Amen”,
telling you that the recitation is completed.

To Set Year,
Month, Date,
day of the
week, Hour
and Minute

To confirm

2.Select [Follow Me] using the sliding switch
on the back of the Electronic Rosary,

4.Put the Electronic Rosary in your right hand
with the battery cover resting on your right
palm. Cover the Electronic Rosary with your
left hand. Now you can have your fingers
crossed and your thumbs on top of the upper
right button. You are holding the Electronic
Rosary inside your closed palms the same
way you are making a prayer with your
fingers crossed. Now you are ready to go.

2.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON to start. The Electronic Rosary
recites “I believe in God” as the first prayer. Recite this prayer
together with the Electronic Rosary by saying: “OUR FATHER,
Who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name; Thy kingdom come;
Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” and then stop.
Now, it is your turn to recite the rest of the prayer, “Give us this
day our daily bread; and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive
those who trespass against us; and lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil. Amen”. Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON
once after you have finished.

You can press the same button to resume praying.
The maximum pause duration is 10 minutes. If
operation is not resumed within 10 minute, the rosary
will exit automatically.

2.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON
to start.

2.Press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON
once to pray.

Volume

2.Keep pressing the same button until the LCD
shows PM 3:00 with the “on” flashing, where “on”
means the Electronic Rosary is set to beep at
3PM.

4.Keeping pressing the TOP LEFT
BUTTON unt il the Electronic
Rosary  ret urns  t o  no rmal
timekeeping mode.

Battery Cover

Product Code: ER2
Quick Start
You can start praying with your Electronic Rosary using the following
steps.

Step 1:
Slide the Lock switch to the
UNLOCK position.

Step 2:
Select one of the recitation modes
(Follow Me, Counting and Alternation)
using the slide switch on the back of
the Electronic Rosary. You can try the
“Follow Me” mode as a test.

Step 3:
Make the sign of the cross and then
press the TOP RIGHT BUTTON once
and start praying. Follow the Electronic
Rosary to recite all prayers. At the end
of the prayer, the Electronic Rosary says
“ In the Name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit . Amen” ,
t el l ing  you t hat  t he rec i t at ion is
completed.


